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Resumen 

Introducción 

La Visión Artificial o Computer Vision es la disciplina científica que estudia métodos 

para analizar imágenes y videos digitales. El campo de investigación correspondiente ofrece 

un creciente abanico de posibilidades en áreas como interacción persona-computadora, 

normalmente llamado HCI (Human Computer Interaction), inteligencia artificial y el 

estudio visual detallado de procesos de mayor complejidad.  

Librerías existentes como OpenCV o Emgu CV ofrecen el acceso a una cantidad 

considerable de soluciones enfocadas a la segmentación de imágenes, reconocimiento de 

objetos o análisis del movimiento en dos o más fotogramas consecutivos. Sin embargo, 

múltiples algoritmos pertenecientes a estas librerías demandan un elevado poder 

computacional, estando a su vez desarrollados en su gran mayoría para su implementación 

en la CPU, procesador cuya arquitectura no ofrece la solución más eficiente para este tipo 

de procedimientos. Por lo tanto, la particular estructura de este hardware es responsable de 

generar cuellos de botella innecesarios, al ocupar espacio innecesario en la memoria y 

reducir la cantidad de datos que pueden ser analizados. 

Este trabajo de fin de grado (TFG) propone la implementación de una serie de algoritmos 

para obtener el flujo óptico (Optical Flow) de una secuencia de imágenes con el propósito 

de analizar y discutir los beneficios del procesamiento en paralelo para el procesamiento de 

imágenes. Optical Flow es un procedimiento destinado a obtener el campo de velocidades 

de una serie de imágenes analizando el movimiento entre distintos fotogramas de la misma. 

Estabilizadores de imagen, posicionamiento de drones o la monitorización de lineas de 

ensamblaje son algunas de sus aplicaciones. 

Con el fin de ilustrar la contribución de nuestro estudio, en este TFG presentamos nuestros 

códigos desarrollados para la obtención del Optical Flow según dos de sus principales 

métodos para su implementación en la GPU, así mismo, realizaremos un estudio y 

comparación de estas soluciones con las desarrolladas para su ejecución en la CPU.  

Metodología 

Este trabajo de fin de grado se centra en el estudio de dos de los métodos de obtención 

del flujo óptico más generalizados. El primero se basa en la publicación científica de Horn 

y Schunck, mientras que el segundo método que se estudia se basa en la solución propuesta 

por Lucas y Kanade. Nuestras implementaciones del código para la ejecución en la CPU 

están escritas en C++ , mientras que los algoritmos destinados a la implementación en GPU 

se presentan en lenguaje HLSL. 
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Ambos métodos parten de la asunción de la constancia del valor gris de la imagen, la cual 

requiere un movimiento lento de los elementos entre dos fotogramas consecutivos, y 

representa el punto de partida para las soluciones que se describen a continuación. 

Horn y Schunck 

Los algoritmos presentados por los científicos Horn y Schunck representan una de las 

primeras soluciones para la obtención del flujo óptico y han sido utilizados para múltiples 

aplicaciones y análisis de modelos. Este método basa sus resultados en una técnica 

diferencial, que incluye una restricción que asume un flujo de movimiento suave en la 

imagen completa. La predicción del campo de velocidades se genera mediante dos pasos. 

El primer paso obtiene una estimación de las derivadas espacio temporales de las imágenes 

que se analizan, detectando los bordes de los elementos presentes en las capturas y las 

diferencias en sus posiciones a lo largo del tiempo. El segundo paso obtiene un valor para 

la velocidad en x, y de cada pixel a través de un método iterativo que tiende a minimizar el 

error de la predicción final. 

Lucas Kanade  

El método propuesto por los científicos Lucas y Kanade muestra una solución para la 

predicción del flujo óptico local en una serie de imágenes, que se basa en el cálculo de las 

derivadas en x, y respecto de un incremento de tiempo, que representa el intervalo temporal 

entre la recepción de fotogramas. Tras la obtención de las derivadas espacio temporales, el 

método asume una constancia en el flujo de velocidades que, siguiendo la técnica de los 

mínimos cuadrados, ofrece una estimación de las componentes de la velocidad para cada 

píxel en la imagen. 

Discusión 

El desarrollo de los métodos definidos para su implementación en la CPU y en la GPU 

nos permite evaluar el rendimiento de los algoritmos en ambos procesadores. Considerando 

distintas resoluciones de las imágenes entrantes, las cuales proporcionan diferentes niveles 

de detalle, el tiempo de procesamiento que se requiere para alcanzar una predicción del 

campo de velocidades presenta diferencias significativas como se muestra en la Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Visualización tiempo/resolución de la estimación del flujo óptico en la CPU y en la GPU 

Experimentos 

La aceleración de la solución en la GPU con respecto a la implementación de la CPU, 

hace posible el uso de la potencia computacional restante de la GPU. Por lo tanto, el 

incremento en la eficiencia del proceso en este procesador permite realizar modificaciones 

sobre factores internos y externos en la obtención del flujo óptico, procesando un número 

más elevado de datos e incrementando la precisión de la estimación. 

Con el objetivo de evaluar la mejora en la calidad de nuestros resultados, se ha 

desarrollado un simulador que genera el movimiento de un elemento en la imagen y 

proporciona su correspondiente campo de velocidades, las cuales darán un valor real del 

flujo óptico esperado. Evaluando el MSE (Minimal Squared Error) entre los valores reales 

del flujo óptico y la estimación obtenida mediante nuestros algoritmos, se observa una 

disminución significativa del error entre el método original y el modificado como muestran 

la Figura 2 y la Figura 3. 
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Figure 2. Comparación del MSE en el método original de Horn y Schunck y el modificado 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparación del MSE en el método original de Lucas Kanade y el modificado 

 

Conclusiones 

La necesidad de manejar grandes cantidades de datos, representados como pixeles, hace 

del tipo de estructura altamente paralela de las GPUs una arquitectura más eficiente que 

otras unidades de procesamiento. La mejora del rendimiento y la calidad de los métodos 

propuestos, representan una ventaja considerable para aplicaciones a tiempo real. Nuestra 

solución ofrece la evaluación del flujo óptico para cada pixel incluso en imágenes en alta 

resolución, proporcionando resultados que requieren tiempos de procesamiento lo 
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suficientemente rápidos como para analizar imágenes procedentes de cámaras de alta 

velocidad y realizar el post procesamiento de las mismas una vez obtenidos los resultados. 

Por lo tanto, este método es capaz de reducir de forma eficiente las sobrecargas a nivel 

computacional y los cuellos de botella, reflejando un compromiso calidad-tiempo durante 

el proceso, lo cual supone una reducción de costes de hardware. Como consecuencia, la 

implicación del tipo de arquitectura paralela de la GPU podría reducir potencialmente 

costes en diversos campos, tales como machine vision, Human Computer Interaction o 

incluso acelerar la creciente corriente de miniaturización de aparatos electrónicos. 

Key words 

Computer Vision, Optical Flow, Central Processing Unit (CPU), Graphic Processing Unit 

(GPU), procesamiento de imágenes, convolución de imágenes, kernel, Minimal Squared 

Error (MSE). 
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Summary 

Introduction 

Computer Vision studies the analysis of digital images and videos. The corresponding 

research field offers an increasing range of possibilities for human computer interaction, 

artificial intelligence and the visual examination of complex processes.  

Existing libraries such as OpenCV or Emgu CV offer access to a substantial number of 

solutions for image segmentation, object recognition and motion analysis. However, most 

algorithms demand a significant amount of computing resources and are documented and 

implemented for CPU based operations that do not benefit from contemporary hardware 

acceleration. This architectural drawback is responsible for unnecessary data bottlenecks, 

occupies computational resources and reduces the amount of data that can be processed.  

This thesis proposes a hardware accelerated implementation of optical flow to discuss the 

benefits of highly parallel computing structures for image processing. Optical Flow is a 

motion analysis procedure to detect movement in camera images by comparing two 

consecutive frames. Image stabilization, feature tracking and the monitoring of assembly 

lines are some of its common applications.   

In order to illustrate the contribution of our research, we will introduce our GPU 

implementations for two different optical flow solutions and compare them with CPU based 

procedures. 

Methodology 

This thesis will focus on two main solutions for Optical Flow analysis, one is based upon 

the scientific publication by Horn and Schunck 1, while the other is based upon Lucas and 

Kanade 2,3. Our CPU based methods are written in C++, while the GPU algorithms are 

written on the GPU language HLSL.  

Horn and Schunck 

Horn and Schunck algorithms are the most popular solution for Optical Flow, and have 

been used for many applications and evaluation models. This method bases its solution on 

a differential technique, by including a constraint that assumes smooth flow in the whole 

image. The result is achieved by computing two steps, the first one obtains an estimation 

of the derivatives of the images, detecting the edges of the elements and the differences in 

their position over time, while the second one follows an iterative method to minimize the 

error in the final prediction of the velocity field. 
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Lucas Kanade  

Lucas Kanade method is a widely used differential solution for Optical Flow. This method 

is mainly used as a technique to find the local Optical Flow, that obtains the velocity of few 

featured points. Lucas Kanade solution is achieved in two steps as the previously defined 

method. The first step obtains the spatial-temporal derivatives of the images, while the 

second step obtains the solution for the velocity field. This method assumes that the flow is 

constant in a neighbourhood of pixels, and obtains a solution for the x and y components 

of the velocity of every pixel by the least squares criterion. 

Discussion 

The development of the described methods for CPU and GPU allowed us to evaluate the 

performance of the algorithms in both processors. Considering different resolutions of input 

images that provide different levels of detail, the time of processing changed significantly 

as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Optical Flow computation in CPU and GPU 

Experiments 

The acceleration of our GPU solution in reference to the CPU, offers the possibilities to 

use additional computing resources to process the resulting data and increase the accuracy 

of our prediction.  

In order to evaluate the improved quality of our implementation, we developed a 

simulator to generate motion and its corresponding Optical Flow data (ground truth). By 

comparing the ground truth with our estimation, we are able to determine a significant 

decrease in prediction error as visualised in Figure 5 and Figure 6.  
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Figure 5. MSE evaluation between original and improved HS method 

 

 

Figure 6. MSE evaluation between original and improved LK method  

 

Conclusions 

The necessity of managing a massive amount of image data, represented as pixels, makes 

the highly parallel structure of GPUs more efficient than other processing units. The 

increase of performance and quality of the proposed methods, represent a valuable 

advantage for real time applications. Our solution offers the evaluation of optical flow for 

each pixel even in high resolution. The corresponding processing time is fast enough to 

process live feeds from high speed cameras and post process the resulting data.  
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Therefore, we are able to efficiently reduce computing overloads and bottlenecks. The 

resulting methods could potentially reduce costs in several fields, such as machine vision, 

human computer interaction or accelerate the ongoing trend of device miniaturization.  

 

Key words 

Computer Vision, Optical Flow, Central Processing Unit, Graphic Processing Unit, image 

processing, image convolution, kernel, Minimal Squares Error. 
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 Introduction 

1.1  Background 

Starting in the late 1960s, Computer Vision aimed to resemble the human visual system 

by acquiring and processing digital images.  During the 1970s academic studies sought to 

achieve full scene understanding, and started the early approximations to current computer 

vision algorithms. Fields like 3D reconstruction or stereovision developed upon those 

techniques, used to obtain and optimize their results.  

Recent work includes elements like the study of feature-based methods the relation of 

this field to others such as Machine Learning and Deep Learning. Areas of Artificial 

Intelligence(AI) and Machine Learning look for different autonomous planning of systems 

to understand and interact with their environment. Some algorithms within these fields, 

such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) or pattern recognition receive an essential 

contribution from Computer Vision. 

The processing and storage of the input data, is analysed by different Computer Vision 

algorithms. Image processing and Augmented Reality also represent areas significantly 

influenced and determined by Computer Vision. 

1.2  Computer Vision 

This section describes the current situation of the field of computer vision, including a 

description for Optical Flow, the main algorithm on which we will base our study. 

1.2.1  Introduction 

Computer Vision is a research field that aims to extract structured data from digital 

images. An increasing interest in Computer Vision has motivated new possibilities in 

several scientific fields, such as engineering, medicine or biology, which have developed 

technologies to analyse a video sequence or a real-time images to acquire specific types of 

information. 

Computer Vision involves the development of several algorithms that try to achieve the 

most accurate visual data acquisition for analysing the images as a result of computational 

procedures. 

1.2.2 Use cases 

Computer Vision applications are very numerous and can be applied to a wide range of 

areas. 
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In the field of robotics, machine vision, navigation and visual serving are some of the 

principal parts where computer vision represents a highly significant contribution. The 

human-robot interaction proceeds upon input data coming from the sensors attached to the 

machine, called optical sensors. Assembly and manipulation in processes base their 

performance upon information acquired through this means. 

Moreover, computer vision has an important contribution in the field of medicine. Vision-

guided surgery, classification and segmentation of cells or tumours and 3D organ 

reconstruction are representative examples of its presence. Computer vision can get 

textures, shapes and contours that are difficult to distinguish or determine without the use 

of this technology. Figure 1 shows a 3D reconstruction that reproduces a human organ using 

a dedicated image-processing pipeline. The organ can be fully visualized, rotated and 

analysed to get information of all kinds of substructures.  

 

Figure 7. 3D organ reconstructed by image-processing 

Fields such as security systems and surveillance, transportation or industrial inspection 

represent some more fields where computer vision represents a key role. 

1.2.3 Optical Flow 

Motion is an essential part of our visual experience as it integrates a wide variety of tasks, 

like 3D shape acquisition, object recognition and image understanding. The aim of this 

thesis is to study Optical Flow, which is one of the most widely spread computer vision 

algorithms to analyse the images and get an estimation of the motion between sequences 

of images. 
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Optical Flow has its origins in the interest of describing visual stimulus that can contribute 

to the perception of movement of the world surrounding. This concept was then applied to 

the field of image processing and computer science. It analyses digital images and is able 

to provide information about the apparent motion of the different elements that conform 

the visual scene. This information is generated by the relative movement between the 

elements and the observer over a sequence of images. 

Therefore, Optical Flow shows the distribution of the velocities of the elements in an 

image. As a result, it supplies the resulting field of velocities of the observed elements. 

Figure 8 shows an example of the resulting data from a sequence of images analysed 

with Optical Flow. The vectors show the direction of the velocity u(u,v) of every pixel 

in the image.  

 

Figure 8. Example of Optical Flow visualization 

 Finding the solution of the Optical Flow has been approached in different mathematical 

ways. In this document, we will study two of the main solutions that were achieved for 

processing the differences between successive image frames and obtaining the resulting 

flow field.  

Languages such as MATLAB or Python among others include procedures for computing 

the optical flow of a sequence of images, providing the resulting image with the values for 

the velocity of every pixel. 

 OpenCV CUDA 4 Optical Flow is one of the main solutions for the algorithm on the 

gpu. However, given that CUDA is a model created by Nvidia, it and can only be used in 

supported GPUs.   
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1.2.4 Use cases of Optical Flow 

Motion estimation is the process of determining motion vectors that describe the 

transformation from one image to another. In some video compression techniques, such as 

MPEG or DCT 5, where motion estimation takes an important role in order to determine 

the still areas of the video feed. 

One of the main fields in which it is used is Object Tracking, since this algorithm can 

obtain the velocity field of the elements in the image and provide an estimation of their 

position in the next frame. This is useful for motion predictions, security cameras in 

machinery or surveillance systems. 

Machine vision algorithms, such as the used ones in the field of micro air vehicles or self-

driving cars also benefit from the data provided by the algorithm, in order to determine 

relative positions.  In these cases, the quality and speed of the optical flow computation is 

important in terms of reaction speed and overall performance 6. 

In the field of medicine, Optical Flow can be used in image registration 7. Image 

registration is the process of establishing correspondence between features in sets of 

images, and using a transformation model to infer correspondence away from those 

features. This technique is used in medical imaging, which creates visual representations of 

the interior of a body for clinical analyses and medical intervention. The motion of an 

element can be recovered from the optical flow field. In Figure 3, we can observe different 

flow fields applied to medical images89. 

 

 

Figure 3. Optical flow detecting the motion of lungs 
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In robotics, an optical flow sensor is capable of measuring the motion and obtain a 

measurement based on the velocity estimation. This is used in visual odometry 10, which 

determines the position of a robot by analysing the associated camera images, as well as 

generic sensors, like the optical mouse sensor. 

 In summary, optical flow detection can be used in every field which requires a digital 

image understanding and processing, encompassing a wide range of areas covering from 

motion estimation and video compression, medical applications or robotics. 

1.3 Objectives 

This thesis aims to acquire a precise knowledge about the Computer Vision algorithm 

Optical Flow and its implementations in CPU and GPU. The high demand of operations 

due to the massive amount of data to be processed motivates the development of our codes 

in both processors to contrast their performance due to the differences in their architecture. 

We seek to show how real time applications could benefit from the implementation of 

Computer Vision algorithms by processing the computation on the GPU while making the 

procedures more efficient and proper for the processor. This will be reached by developing 

and analysing our Optical Flow procedures in C++ and HSLS, and analysing the 

discussions that the differences in efficiency lead to, such as multiple modifications in the 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the code on the GPU, showing the benefits in the 

accuracy without sacrificing speed of computation in real time applications. 

1.4 Methodology 

The methodology followed for this study has been consistent along the time invested on 

the elaboration. A schematic representation of this methodology is shown as follows: 

 Research in the field of computer vision and different algorithms. 

 

 Research in the field of Optical Flow and its different methods. 

 

 Implementation of the algorithm in the CPU. 

 

 Development of the algorithm for GPU implementation. 

       

 Simulation of movement and analysis with the different implementations. 

 

 Treatment of the obtained results, analysis and charts. 

 

 Application on real time experiments. 
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 Analysis and processing of obtained results. 

 

 Discussion of the results and conclusions. 

 

The programming languages used for the development of the thesis include the following: 

 C++ 

 

 OpenFrameworks 

 

 MATLAB 

 

 HLSL/GLSL 

 

 vvvv 
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 Tools 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the computer vision algorithm Optical Flow, approaching it from 

a mathematical perspective, and presenting the studied solutions for obtaining the results.  

Secondly, we will show the differences between CPU and GPU programming, with the 

corresponding benefits of each of them depending on the coding environment and the 

purposes.   

Finally, we will present the coding language used to create the code necessary for 

achieving our optical flow on the GPU, HLSL and GLSL. 

2.2  Optical Flow 

Optical Flow is a computer vision algorithm that is able to obtain the velocity fields of 

the different elements within digital images. It can give important information about the 

arrangement of the viewed elements and their motion properties. The result of the Optical 

Flow analysis of two consecutive frames is another digital image, which stores in its data 

the velocity u(u,v) of every pixel in the image. Figure 9  represents a visualisation of the 

computed Optical Flow between two consecutive frames of a real scene. It is specifically 

intended for relatively slow motions, which would require a simpler model than more 

abrupt transitions. 
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2.2.1 Theory  

Given a sequence of digital images, Optical Flow is able to compute the displacement of 

the pixels in the scene between two image frames taken at t and t+Δt. The Optical Flow 

assumes the constancy on the grey value of every pixel between two frames, what is called 

the brightness constancy assumption11. 

Brightness constancy assumption 

Considering the image brightness at a particular point (x,y) at time t, I(x,y,t) and the 

brightness at the position (x+Δx, y+Δy) at time Δt, I(x+Δx, y+Δy, t+Δt), it is assumed that 

the pixel intensities remain constant and the image evolves slowly over time.  Therefore, 

the equation ( 1 ) is accepted. 

Figure 9. Optical Flow representation 
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Assuming the movement to be small, and extending the left side of the equation     ( 1 ) 

by means of the Taylor series, the following equation can be obtained: 

𝐼 (𝑥 + 𝛥𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝛥𝑦, 𝑡 + 𝛥𝑡) =  𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) +
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
𝛥𝑡 +

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
𝛥𝑡 + 

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
𝛥𝑡 + 𝜀 

 ( 2 ) 

Subtracting the right side of equation (1) and considering 𝜀(𝛥𝑡)  as the high order terms 

in the limit 𝛥𝑡 → 0 , we get: 

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
+

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
+ 

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
= 0 

( 3 ) 

 

Considering the velocity u = (u,v)  in x as u, and the velocity in y as v, as shown in (4), 

we obtain a single linear equation, with the unknowns u and v (5). 

𝑢 =
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
      𝑣 =

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡
 

( 4 ) 

 

𝐼𝑥𝑢 + 𝐼𝑦𝑣 + 𝐼𝑡  = 0  ( 5 ) 

Where we have introduced the abbreviations Ix, Iy and It for the partial derivatives respect 

to x, y and t. This equation is known as the brightness constancy constraint equation (BCCE) 

and it represents the starting point for the following methods. 

This equation is usually seen written as the following: 

∇𝐼𝑇 · 𝒖 =  −𝐼𝑡 ( 6 ) 

 

2.2.2 Algorithms 

As a result for the brightness constancy assumption, one linear equation with two 

unknown variables, u and v, is obtained. This section will describe two of the main methods 

for obtaining the Optical Flow. These methods include an additional constraint for 

obtaining the result for the variables. 

Horn and Schunck1,12–14, is a procedure for obtaining dense optical flow fields, based on 

a solution achieved by an iterative method. The second one, Lucas - Kanade13,15,16,3, solves 

the Optical Flow computation by assuming the constant flow in a local neighbourhood of 

pixels.   

I(x,y,t) = I (x+Δx, y+Δy, t+Δt)  ( 1 ) 
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 Horn and Schunck method 

Horn-Schunck assumes that the velocity of the brightness patterns changes smoothly 

between frames everywhere in the image. This algorithm provides a robust solution for a 

sequence of digital images. 

Considering the starting point from this method the described equation (6), and clearing 

the v, an equation of a line is obtained, which could be represented as follows. Figure 6 

shows a visualisation of the mentioned line which would represent the brightness variation 

in the brightness in the image.  

𝑣 =  −
𝐼𝑥
𝐼𝑦

𝑢 −
𝐼𝑡
𝐼𝑦

 
( 7 ) 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, the component of the movement in the direction of the brightness gradient, 

�⃗� , which equals  

�⃗� = −
𝐼𝑡

√𝐼𝑥
2 + 𝐼𝑦

2

 
( 8 ) 

Figure 10. Representation of the line v for one 

pixel 
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However, it is not possible to define the component of the movement in the parallel 

direction. Therefore, a new constraint is introduced in order to compute the flow velocity. 

This method assumes smoothness over the whole image, hence, it tries to minimize 

distortions in the flow. The solution consists of expressing an additional constraint that 

minimizes the sum of the squares of the Laplacians in x and y components of the flow, 

which are defined as follows:  

𝛻2𝑢 =
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
 

( 9 ) 

 

𝛻2𝑣 =
𝜕2𝑣

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕2𝑣

𝜕𝑦2
 

( 10 ) 

Because of the processing on a pixel image, the calculation over the values must be 

performed over a discrete set of measurements. Therefore, the approximation taken for the 

Laplacians takes the following form 1:  

𝛻2𝑢 = 𝜅 ( 𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 −  𝑢𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)                                 𝛻2𝑣 = 𝜅 ( 𝑣𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 −  𝑣𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)   ( 11 ) 

 

The procedure seeks to minimize the error in the equation ε1 ( 6 ) for the change of image 

brightness, as well as the measure of the smoothness in the velocity flow, ε2 ( 11 ) . Hence, 

it seeks for the minimization of the total error Et: 

Ε2
t =∫ ∫ (𝛼2𝜀2

2 + 𝜀1
2) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 ( 12 ) 

 

In equation ( 12 ), a proportionality value 𝛼  is included, due to the noise present in the 

input data, as the error always is different from zero. By using the calculus of variation17 to 

obtain suitable values for (u,v), and the approximation to the Laplacian presented in ( 11 ),  

the resulting equations when solving for u and v are the following: 

(α2+ I2
x+ I 2

y) u = (α2 + I 2
y)𝑢 – I x I y𝑣 – I x I t 

 

( 13 ) 

 

(α2+ I 2
x+ I 2

y) v = – I x I y𝑢 +(α2 + I 2
x) 𝑣 – I y I t 

 

( 14 ) 

 

Due to the cost of solving these equations by a standard method, Horn and Schunck 

method follows the Gauss - Seidel18 iterative method, computing the new sets of velocities 

upon the estimated derivatives and the average of the previous velocity estimates, getting 

to the final resulting equations:  

un+1 = ((α2 + I 2
y)𝑢 n – I x I y𝑣 n – I x I t)/ (α2+ I2

x+ I 2
y) ( 15 ) 
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vn+1 = (– I x I y𝑢 n +(α2 + I 2
x) 𝑣 n – I y I t)/ (α2+ I 2

x+ I 2
y) 

 

( 16 ) 

 

Several experiments have been performed with this method. Advantages include the 

benefits of the smooth flow obtained, combined with the yield of a high density of flow 

vectors, with an accurate result and global information. Parts of the image where the 

brightness gradient is zero, can get a velocity value due to the propagation performed in the 

iterative method.  

However, the iterative method can slow down the process and spend higher times to 

achieve results with similar accuracy to other solutions. In addition, as an algorithm based 

on smoothness constraints, it is likely to have difficulties when occluding edges, and gives 

less sharp boundaries than other methods. 

Lucas – Kanade method 

Lucas – Kanade method is a widely used technique for obtaining the local Optical Flow 

from a sequence of digital images. Local methods base their calculation upon defined 

featured points. 

Lucas – Kanade method assumes that in two images separated by a time interval ∆𝑡, the 

objects have not suffered a significant displacement. 

On the basis of the brightness constancy assumption, it is considered a neighbourhood of 

a pixel, a 3x3 grid around a point (x,y). In that case, we would obtain 9 linear equations 

from the brightness constancy assumption in the neighbouring pixels qi, which would be 

represented like 

𝐼𝑥(𝑞1) 𝑢 + 𝐼𝑦(𝑞1) 𝑣 =  −𝐼𝑡 (𝑞1) 

𝐼𝑥(𝑞2) 𝑢 + 𝐼𝑦(𝑞2) 𝑣 =  −𝐼𝑡(𝑞2)  

… 

𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑛) 𝑢 + 𝐼𝑦(𝑞𝑛) 𝑣 =  −𝐼𝑡 (𝑞𝑛) 

We will rewrite these equations so that 

 

𝐴 𝒖 =  𝑏 ( 17 ) 
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Where 

 

𝐴 = [

𝐼𝑥(𝑞1) 𝐼𝑦(𝑞1)

⋮ ⋮
𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑛) 𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑛)

]    𝒖 =  [
𝑢
𝑣
]   𝑏 =  [

−𝐼𝑡(𝑞1)
⋮

−𝐼𝑡(𝑞1)
] 

 

( 18 ) 

This solution is achieved by the least squares principle 3,2. This solution is found by 

multiplying the equation by 𝐴𝑇.  

 

𝒖 = (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇 𝑏 ( 19 ) 

 

Which results in the following equations that solve the Optical Flow: 

[
𝑢
𝑣
] = [

𝛴𝑖𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑖)
2 𝛴𝑖𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑖)𝐼𝑦(𝑞𝑖)

𝛴𝑖𝐼𝑦(𝑞𝑖)𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑖) ∑𝐼𝑦(𝑞𝑖)
2 ]

−1

[
−𝛴𝑖𝐼𝑥(𝑞𝑖)𝐼𝑡(𝑞𝑖)

−𝛴𝑖𝐼𝑦(𝑞𝑖)𝐼𝑡(𝑞𝑖)
]   

( 20 ) 

By assuming that the displacement of the objects is not significant in an interval ∆𝑡, we 

assume that this algorithm will work better with moderate speed objects.  

The advantages of this method are the simple calculations that need to be solved for a 

neighbourhood of a fixed size, which makes it faster than the previous method when 

computing the local flow. However, the method loses precision when the gradients of the 

brightness pattern are random or not structured, delivering generally worse results than 

Horn and Schunck.  

2.3 CPU /GPU programming 

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) and the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) are 

electronic circuitries within a computer formed by transistors that are able to compute 

different tasks. 

The CPU is composed of few processors or cores that do their performance in series, they 

have a powerful cache memory and are able to handle some software threads at a time. 

GPUs are composed of hundreds of cores can process thousands of threads simultaneously 

due to their architecture. The schematic representation of both processors can be seen in 

Figure 11. 
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2.3.1 CPU 

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) 19 is the electronic circuitry that executes most of the 

commands of a computer. It performs the basic arithmetical, logical, and input/output 

operations of a computer system, being the most important component of a computer 

system. The CPU consists of powerful cores optimized for sequential serial processing. It 

contains at least one core, but can get several (dual-core CPU, quad-core CPU, High-end 

CPU). 

The performance of the processors depend on the instructions per second that the CPU 

can handle20. However, by introducing techniques like instruction-level parallelism21 or 

task-level parallelism22 current CPUs try to handle bigger amounts of data at a time, seeking 

for a more parallel execution of sequences. 

2.3.2 GPU 

The Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) is a specialized circuit designed to accelerate the 

creation of images in a frame buffer. GPUs are made with a parallel processing architecture, 

which allows multiple calculations at the same time. 

GPUs advanced capabilities were originally used primarily for 3D game rendering. Now 

they are used mainly in computer graphics and image processing. Their highly parallel 

structure makes them efficient for computing algorithms that need to process large blocks 

of data.  

Figure 11. CPU and GPU representation 
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GPUs used most of the transistors for processing the calculations which were necessary 

for 3D computer graphics. Afterwards the possibilities offered grew up, bringing up the 

capability of adding units to accelerate geometric calculations as rotation and translation of 

vertices. Recent developments in GPUs made possible the implementation of 

programmable shaders, with the development of APIs like DirectX or OpenGL . 

2.4 GPU Language 

In high-level languages as C, C++ or Fortran, GPU accelerated applications run the 

sequential part of their workload in the CPU, optimized, for single-threaded performance, 

while accelerating parallel processing on the GPU. 

For the development of the GPU code in this thesis, we will work with shaders supported 

in the API DirectX 23,24 for Microsoft platforms. The main two application programming 

interfaces (APIs) that are used in computer graphics in 2D and 3D are Direct3D and 

OpenGL. Direct3D targets the Microsoft platform, while OpenGL is an open API that is 

available for most of the modern operating systems.  

Shaders are computer programs that run in the graphic pipeline and describe the traits of 

either a vertex or a pixel. Vertex shaders describe the properties of a vertex, position, 

coordinates, etc. Their purpose is to transform the properties of the existing vertices, 

without creating new ones. Pixel shaders compute the colour each pixel. A pixel shader 

doesn’t have knowledge of a scene’s geometry. However, they have information about the 

screen coordinate in which every pixel is located. This technique brings a wide variety of 

post processing effects, like sharpening or edge detection among others. 

The official DirectX shading language is High Level Shader Language, HLSL. OpenGL 

uses GLSL as its shading language. 

2.4.1 GLSL  

OpenGL Shading Language, abbreviated GLSL, is a high-level shading language which 

syntax is based on C. GLSL is C/C++ style language. It supports most of the components 

and proper operators like for-loops or if-statements, but has some differences such as the 

no usage of pointers. 

GLSL shaders can be compiled in several high-level languages, and can be accessed from 

these languages’ source code in order to share information between the scripts and the 

shaders. 

2.4.2 HLSL 

HLSL, High Level Shader Language, is the shading language for DirectX. It was 

developed by Microsoft for the Direct3D API. Direct3D is a graphics application 
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programming interface for Windows. It is generally used to render 3D graphics in 

applications like games. 

HLSL is very similar to GLSL, and can be used in an analogue way. It is also based on C 

programming language, conserving some of its features. 

In this thesis we will focus on pixel shaders, that are the ones which compute the colouring 

of every pixel in the image. They enable high speed processing and high level of detail. 
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 Implementation  

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter illustrates the course of action that has been followed to develop the 

previously described methods in the CPU and on the gpu. It defines the general 

implementation, starting with preparing the input data and finishing with obtaining the 

resulting image, together with the description for the implementation in both CPU and GPU 

and its differences. 

3.2 Workflow 

The general workflow of our implementation is represented in Figure 12. 

 

3.2.1 Video Sequence 

In Computer Vision, images of n*m pixel resolution are stored as n*m matrices. Each of 

those entries contain three channels, which represents the intensities of different attributes. 

Within a grayscale image, a single attribute is stored in every channel (RGB), defining the 

amount of light varying from black to white. In colour images, the three channels, offer the 

possibility to store three samples, red, green and blue, determining the colour of the pixel. 

Figure 12. General course of action 
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3.2.2 Image Pre-Processing 

Optical Flow algorithm, as mentioned in previous sections, bases its calculations upon the 

brightness constancy assumption, therefore, it works upon grey scale images. We will have 

to process the input data, in order to obtain grey-scaled images.  There are several methods 

for grey-scaling images, that obtain a resulting value of the sum of a weighted red, green 

and blue channel. 

Smoothing 25, or also blurring, consists on generating data that captures important patterns 

of the input image, while leaving out noise or other small scale structures phenomena. In 

image processing, a blur is a widely used effect to reduce detail and image noise.  

This effect is achieved by convolving the original image with a determined function. 

Image convolution 26, 27, 28 consists on adding each element of the image to its local 

neighbours, weighted by a selected square matrix, called kernel.  

The kernel that we will use for pre-processing the images for this thesis is a Gaussian 

kernel. This kernel follows an approximation the equation for a Gaussian function in two 

dimensions, where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal axis, y the distance in 

the vertical axis and σ the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution as equation  

( 21 ) shows.   

 

 

 

( 21 ) 

 

Next figure represents a visualization of a noisy image before and after having been 

processed with a Gaussian blur for denoise: 
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Figure 13. Input image before and after blurring 

Slight instabilities in the camera while capturing the image can be improved by other 

methods of image processing such as image sharpening. Image sharpening 29 is another 

method of image processing, which is computed by convolving the input image with its 

particular kernel.  Figure 14 shows an image with an instability represented by a 

displacement of the pixels to the right, the result image after the sharpening reduces that 

instability providing a higher level of detail. 
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Figure 14. Image before and after sharpening 

Therefore, image processing can be useful in the case of obtaining low quality input data, 

such as noisy images or slight shaky cameras. having one or few disperse values that get 

problematic lighting, occlusion, noise or shadows, can bring up wrong assumptions and 

lead to non-correct results for the obtainment of the flow field. 

3.2.3 Optical Flow Computation 

In this step, the algorithm for obtaining the Optical Flow field will be processed. This 

procedure consists on two separated parts or passes, which consist on the following: 

1. Measure the spatial-temporal derivatives between two consecutive frames. 

2. Obtain the result for the prediction of the velocities, either through Horn and 

Schuck method, or Lucas-Kanade method. 
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Derivatives 

We will consider one particular pixel in two consecutive frames, frame0 and frame1. The 

resulting colour for the pixel will be the combination of three different operations, which 

will be stored in its RGB channels. 

The red and green channels of every pixel will be determined by the derivatives in x and 

y of the frame1. This can be performed by implementing the convolution of the input image 

with the correspondent kernel. The kernel that will be used for both CPU and GPU solutions 

is called Sobel kernel 30,31 which is shown in equation ( 22 ) for Ix and Iy . Sobel operator 

performs a 2D spatial gradient measurement on images, being a very efficient kernel for 

edge detection. 

 

[
−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

]      [
1 2 1
0 0 0

−1 −2 −1
] 

Ix                         Iy 

 

( 22 ) 

The blue channel of every pixel, which represents the It of the image will be determined 

by the subtraction of the frame1 and the frame0 according to [1,-1]. 

Figure 15 visualises an example for the resulting image for computing the Ix derivate, Iy 

derivate and It. As a combination of these images in one single RGB image, we obtain an 

image that contains all the data, Figure 16. 
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Figure 15. Representation of the red green and blue channel obtained from the derivatives 

 

Figure 16. Result image from spatio-temporal derivatives computation 
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Horn and Schunck method 

As it was described in Horn and Schunck method section, Horn and Schunck includes a 

constraint that allows to obtain the Optical Flow computation. Following the described 

process, the final equations showed in ( 23 ), we would obtain the values for u(u, v).  

 

𝑢𝑘+1 =
�̅�𝑘 − 𝐼𝑥(𝐼𝑥�̅�

𝑘 + 𝐼𝑦�̅�𝑘 + 𝐼𝑡)

𝛼2 + 𝐼𝑥
2 + 𝐼𝑦

2
         𝑣𝑘+1 =

𝑣𝑘 − 𝐼𝑦(𝐼𝑥�̅�
𝑘 + 𝐼𝑦�̅�𝑘 + 𝐼𝑡)

𝛼2 + 𝐼𝑥
2 + 𝐼𝑦

2
 

 

 

( 23 ) 

 

In order to obtain the 𝑢 k and 𝑣 k, we will compute the average of a 3x3 matrix of the 

neighbouring pixels, computed with the weighted average kernel    ( 24 ) 1.  

 

[

1/12 1/6 1/12
1/6 −1 1/6
1/12 1/6 1/12

]       

 

 

( 24 ) 

For the initial guess, the algorithm will consider u (u,v) equal to zero. Finally, after 

obtaining the averages and obtaining Ix, Iy and It from the derivatives, the algorithm 

computes the resulting values u and v of every pixel in the image.  

Lucas Kanade method  

As it was described in Lucas – Kanade method, Lucas – Kanade was a method for 

obtaining the local Optical Flow computation. Due to the possibility of obtaining the 

necessary data for the whole image from the derivatives, we will process the described 

calculations from the equations ( 20 ) which determine the resulting values for u(u, v).  

3.2.4 Result 

As a result of this procedure, we obtain a value for the component in the horizontal axis, 

u and a value for the vertical axis, v for every pixel in the image, equal to        𝒖 = (𝑢𝑥,, 𝑣𝑦)
𝑇
. 

Hence, we achieve a n*m matrix with a value for its attributes of every pixel. There are 

three ways of representing the obtained image of the velocity field computed by the Optical 

Flow: 

 RGB 
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According to this method, the outcome values from the optical flow computation, 

represent the velocity field of the pixels contained in the image in cartesian 

coordinates.  

The direction of the movement will be determined by the colour of each pixel, that 

stores in its red and green channels the values for the ux and vy, respectively. 

 

Figure 17 shows an example image of an optical flow computation, showing the 

field of velocities for every pixel in the image, where the R channel stores the 

pixel velocities in x axis, and the G channel stores the ones in y.  

 

 

Figure 17. Resulting image from optical flow following RGB representation 

 

 HSB 

HSB32 colour model is one of the most common cylindrical coordinate 

representation of points in a model. It seeks to rearrange the RGB geometry in a 

more intuitive representation. HSB stands for hue, saturation and brightness.  

 

A common technique for optical flow vector field representation uses the velocity 

vector ux and uy expressed in polar coordinates r and ϴ, in order to set the hue 

channel and the saturation of the colour of every pixel. 

 

Figure 18 shows a visualization of the optical flow calculation for the same scene, 

where the hue channel determines the angle ϴ, and the saturation channel the 

magnitude r. 
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Figure 18. Resulting image from Optical Flow computation according to HSB representation 

  

 Vector representation 

Another method for visualising the velocity field is the vector representation. 

Figure 19 shows an image where the vectors represent the velocity field of the 

pixels in the image. 

 

 

Figure 19. Resulting image from Optical Flow computation represented by directional vector  

 

3.2.5 Image Post Processing 

The appearance of discontinuities or inconsistencies while obtaining the values for the 

velocity field, generate results that can lead to ambiguities. Hence, some methods of image 

processing can be processed in order to smooth those possible disruptions. These methods 

are smoothing over space and smoothing over time. 
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The resulting image can be processed by a smoothing algorithm in space, as it was 

described in the previous section, image pre-processing. 

Smoothing over time consists on gradually turning the resulting image from the optical 

flow calculation of the previous frames into the optical flow calculation of the current 

frames. Therefore, for computing this smoothing method, more than two frames are 

necessary, since it demands more than one resulting image of the optical flow calculation. 

Smoothing over time consists on obtaining a resulting image that considers the previous 

optical flow solution. Considering frame0 and frame1, the resulting optical flow calculation 

would be an image result0, consequently, the optical flow calculation between frame1 and 

frame2 would be result1. As a result of the optical flow between frame1 and frame2 with 

time smoothing, we would obtain an interpolation between the result0 and the result1, 

result1Smooth.  

Figure 20 shows the resulting image from a calculation of the optical flow after being 

processed with time smoothing. The parameter of this smoothing can vary, determining the 

importance of the previous calculation of the optical flow while creating the interpolation 

between the images. 

 

Figure 20. Representation of the optical flow calculation after smoothing the image over time 

 

3.3 CPU vs GPU  

Due to the architecture of the CPU and the GPU, the code that analyses the image data 

slightly varies from one processor to the other. This difference will condition the time of  
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processing in one or another platform, that needs to be processed in concordance with the 

architecture of the processor. 

The non-parallel architecture of the CPU demands a for loop over the pixels of the input 

images. Therefore, a n*m array of data, where n is the resolution in x in pixels of the image, 

and m is the resolution in y in pixels in the image, the algorithm needs to handle sequentially 

n*m calculations for every step of the procedure as seen in Figure 21. The result would 

consist of a u array with n*m elements, and a v array with n*m elements. The complete 

code developed for the implementation of the Optical Flow in the CPU is in the section 

“Code in the CPU” in the Appendix.  

 

 

The GPU ability to operate and execute multiple calculations at the same time due to its 

parallel processing architecture, makes it possible to operate each of the steps of the 

procedure at the same time over every pixel of the input images without the necessity of a 

loop as Figure 22 shows. The complete code developed for the implementation in the GPU 

can be found in the section “Code in the GPU” in the Appendix. 

 

 

 

 

for (int i = 0; i < resolutionX*resolutionY; i++) { 
 preprocessImage1(i); 
 preprocessImage2(i); 
} 
 
for (int i = 0; i < resolutionX*resolutionY; i++) { 
 obtainDerivates(i); 
} 
 
for (int i = 0; i < resolutionX*resolutionY; i++) { 
 obtainOpticalFlow(i); 
} 
 
for (int i = 0; i < resolutionX*resolutionY; i++) { 
 postProcessing(i); 
} 

 preprocessImage1(); 
 preprocessImage2(); 
 
 obtainDerivates(); 
 
 obtainOpticalFlow(); 
 

 postProcessing(); 

 

Figure 21. Schematic representation of flow in the CPU 

Figure 22. Schematic representation of code on the GPU 
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3.4 Challenges 

3.4.1 Noise 

Digital images are highly susceptible to random variations in the brightness of the colour 

information of their pixels. Noise is the result of these errors in the image acquisition 

process, that result in pixel values that don’t reflect the real intensities of the scene. These 

errors can lead to wrong estimations in the flow field. All recording devices, analogue and 

digital are susceptible to noise in different scales. Figure 23 shows an example of the image 

noise that can appear in analogue and digital cameras. 

 

Figure 23. Image noise 

3.4.2 Aperture Problem 

The Optical Flow algorithm bases its calculations upon the obtainment of the derivatives 

of the image. This method, computes the difference between the neighbouring pixels, 

obtaining values in those pixels located on the edges of the elements of the image. Figure 

24 shows an image of the Optical Flow result for a motion determined by an element 

displaced to the right in two frames frame0 and frame1. As we can observe, the algorithm 

just stores values for the motion in those pixels where the derivatives are different from 

zero. Therefore, the algorithm is not able to obtain the Optical Flow calculation for all the 

pixels that conform the element, storing values for the velocity just in the edges of the 

elements of the image. 
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Figure 24. Optical Flow estimation 

In order to avoid having empty values in the interior part of the moving element, it is 

possible to add a texture on the quad, in order to obtain non zero values for the derivatives. 

Figure 25 shows the Optical Flow calculation for obtaining the velocity of a textured 

element. The texture applied to the element provides values for the derivatives inside the 

object, what can acquire information about the motion inside the moving object. 

 

Figure 25. Optical Flow over textured element  

The aperture problem 33,34 can be found when dealing with determined textures and can 

result into wrong predictions of the motion. This fact happens when the direction of a 

contour is ambiguous, due to the parallelism present in the texture, or a repetitive pattern. 

This repeatability produces a situation where the motion in x and the motion in y appear 

the same. Hence, the derivatives of the element will be equally distributed in the horizontal 

and vertical axis, degrading the prediction for the motion. Figure 29 shows a representation 

of the aperture problem. 
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Figure 26. Visualisation of the 

aperture problem 

 

Figure 27 shows the calculated optical flow field for a motion over an element with a 

pattern texture, that leads to the aperture problem. In this image the derivatives in x and y 

remain the same so the perception of the motion is ambiguous, making the direction of the 

movement undistinguishable. 

 

Figure 27. Optical Flow of an element with aperture problem 
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 Experiments 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents tests performed over the developed codes implemented in the CPU 

and GPU. We will analyse the value of the GPU based code with respect to the CPU 

solution, and we will discuss the multiple variations that can be included in the original 

codes in order to increase the quality of the prediction. The resulting advantages of the 

improved GPU code over the CPU procedure during the same time of processing is 

illustrated in Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28. CPU GPU comparison 

The tests that take part in this section will be processed in a Intel Core i7-6700HQ, 

2.60GHz CPU, and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 960M GPU. In order to compute the tests, we 

will create a simulator that generates two consecutive frames with a virtual element under 

a predetermined translation. 

4.2 Processing Time Experiments 

The difference in the performance of the developed algorithms in both CPU and GPU 

lead to the process of creating different cases, where the amount of data that needs to be 

analysed increases progressively. Therefore, we created nine situations, where we store the 

time of processing that each algorithm demands to achieve the solution. 

For creating the cases to estimate the result of the algorithm, we simulated two frames 

where an element would change its position by shifting to the right. Each data set consists 
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of two images with a determined resolution. This increase of the resolution is determined 

by a power of two, hence, they evaluate a set of two images varying its size from 32x32 to 

8192x8192 pixels. The time for processing the algorithm and obtaining a result for the 

Optical Flow increases with the amount of data processed. 

Figure 29 and Figure 30 shows a representation of the results for the time of processing that 

the Horn and Schunck and the Lucas-Kanade methods demand for evaluating the different 

datasets. As it can be seen, the required time for computing the method over images with 

small sizes, from 32x32 to 256x256 remains similar in both processors. However, the 

processing time increases significantly when handling high resolution images, reaching in 

the CPU a value of 65 times the time of processing of the GPU in the Horn and Schunck 

implementation, and a value of 75,48 times the time of processing on the gpu for the Lucas 

– Kanade solution when treating images of 4096x4096 pixels. 

 

Figure 29. Processing Time for Horn and Schunck in GPU and CPU 
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Figure 30. Processing Time for Lucas Kanade in GPU and CPU 

Due to the high time of processing that is demanded for computing the Optical Flow in 

the CPU, real time purposes are difficult to handle with high resolution images. As Table 1 

shows, considering for instance a high resolution camera input, with a of 1024x1024 pixels, 

the algorithm in the CPU would be able to obtain the velocity field of the elements inside 

the frame at a rate of 9 while the GPU could handle that size without using all its processing 

power.  

The difficulties found in calculating the optical flow field on real time, could lead to 

different inconsistencies in the results, due to the loss of information in the performance, 

such as the provoked by skipping frames during the computation of the algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. FPS Optical Flow in CPU and GPU 
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 FPS  HS CPU FPS LK CPU  FPS HS GPU FPS HS GPU 

      

32p 710.2272727 5291.005291  441.6961131 272.479564 

64p 791.1392405 2427.184466  446.2293619 279.0178571 

128p 473.7091426 521.3764338  450.2476362 275.9381898 

256p 136.2583458 106.4622591  464.9000465 282.2466836 

512p 31.18081756 29.732703  479.8464491 312.7932437 

1024p 9.11194941 8.72425255  407.996736 317.0577045 

2048p 2.348735558 2.133497186  114.4819691 126.4382349 

4096p 0.511637188 0.440812152  33.29227286 33.27233405 

8192p 0.25 0.25  1.510031137 1.49584156 
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The low percentage of usage of the GPU processing power while calculating the Optical 

Flow encourages to investigate possible fluctuations of the procedure. These modifications 

would make the most of the power of the processor without sacrificing the times and 

framerates, obtaining more accurate results in the prediction of the velocity field. 

4.3 Test Setup 

4.3.1 Ground Truth 

Figure 31 shows the ground truth35 of the Optical Flow calculation from two consecutive 

frames of a motion. This image contains a set of measurements that reflect the expected 

values for the motion estimation. 

 

Figure 31. Ground truth of a motion 

In order to generate the ground truth for the motion between two frames, we created a 

tool that allows us to calculate the derivate of the positions of the pixels respect time. 

Considering an element that translates from a point A (x1,y1) to a point B(x2,y2), we will 

store the difference in the positions between the two frames in x and y in the RG channels 

of the element, what would then represent the real Optical Flow. 

We created a tool that is able to obtain the position of an element in the screen, and 

generates an image out from that colouring. Figure 32 shows the colouring map for the 

positions in the screen that was followed. The screen position varies from -1 to 1 in the x 
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axis, and from -1 to 1 in the y axis.  For instance, according to that code, an element in the 

position (1,1) would generate an image containing a colour equal to R=1 G=0 B=0. 

 

Figure 32. Colour coded image positions 

After obtaining two images, frame0 and frame1, which contain the colour positions of 

every pixel, the subtraction of the frames stores the increase of the positions over time. 

Figure 33 shows a schematic explanation of the obtainment of the resulting colour for 

representing the motion. For this case, we evaluated a quad in the position (0,0) for frame0, 

and a quad in position (0.5,0) for frame1.  

 

 

   

Figure 33. Coloured representation of ground truth 

      The colour that represents the velocity between the two frames, is the colour that 

should be attributed to the element in its Optical Flow representation. Considering two 

frames, frame0 and frame1 as Figure 34 shows, the ground truth for that motion would be 

the represented in Figure 35. 
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Figure 34. frame0 and frame1 visualisation 

   

 

Figure 35. Ground truth for Optical Flow  

4.3.2 Test Setups and Evaluation 

The GPU enables the processing of the optical flow calculation for every pixel in a brief 

time without overloading the processor as the CPU. Therefore, in this section we will 

explore the possibilities of adding new steps and variations to our GPU algorithm, 

demanding more processing power in benefit of the accuracy of the prediction.  

In order to test the fluctuations in the output values, we will prepare two different test 

setups, that we will evaluate for each modification. All the setups will consist on two frames 

of 256x256 pixels, that hold one element moving to the right. This test setups will be 

composed of the following: 

 Case A: Different motions with fixed noise 

We will evaluate two frames of a quad translating its position from smaller 

translation to bigger translation, while adding a low noise input to reproduce a 

camera effect. They will be the following: 

 Small translation: 15 pixels 

    

 Medium translation :30 pixels 
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 Big translation: 45 pixels 

   
 

 Case B: Different noise with fixed motion 

This test setups consist on two frames of a quad translating its position by 15 

pixels to the right, while increasing the simulation of the noise, which scale goes 

from 0 to 1, from the camera input. They consist on the following: 

 No noise  

   

 Noise = 0.1 

   

 Noise = 0.25 

   

 Noise = 0.45 
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Given the assumption of small motions for intrinsic in the Optical Flow algorithm, we 

created the first test setup that explore how the raw algorithm would react when considering 

different types of motion, apprising how additional procedures for our algorithm could 

modificate the result of the optical flow solution. The impossibility for an analogue or 

digital camera to capture images without noise was the reason to recreate noise in various 

levels, from non-existing to high noise, and evaluating the modifications in the optical flow 

calculation obtained, in the different cases that will be presented. 

Evaluation of accuracy 

Considering the ground truth as the real Optical Flow solution, we will evaluate the 

accuracy of the variation of the methods by comparing the real values to the estimated 

ones. In order to do so, we will use the Mean Squared Error (MSE) 36, an estimator for 

measuring the average of the squares of the deviations. It is defined as the following 

equation:  

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑(�̂�𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖)

2
𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

 

( 25 ) 

 

 

4.4 Intrinsic Parameters of Algorithm 

In this section we will evaluate the modifications in the results while modifying intrinsic 

parameters of the Optical Flow algorithms. 

4.4.1 Increase of Kernel size 

The obtainment of the derivatives is a primordial step in the Optical Flow procedure. As 

it was described in the section Derivat, the original algorithm works with a 3x3 matrix, that 

weights a 3x3 grid of pixels upon a Sobel kernel. Therefore, this method demands nine 

values to generate the derivate image, which would store the weighted result for each 

individual pixel. For this test, we will evaluate the benefits of incorporating a 5x5 kernel, 

which considers a grid of 5x5 values, generating the resulting image by attributing a value 

for each pixel which is result of 25 weighted values of the correspondent neighbourhood. 

This increase of the kernel size would increase the information considered to generate the 

derivatives, increasing the threshold for evaluating the motion and the edges. 

Figure 36 shows a schematic representation of the kernels that were used in order to 

compute the derivatives of the image inputs. 
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Figure 36. 5x5 kernel for Ix and Iy 

Case A 

 

Figure 37. Horn and Schunk with 5x5 kernel in changing motions 

 

Figure 38. Lucas Kanade with 5x5 kernel in changing motions 

Conclusion  

The predictions over larger motions get less accurate results, by obtaining a bigger error. 

However, the increase of the size of the kernel reduces an average of 0.0116 the error for 

the Horn and Schunck method, and a 0.116 the error in the Lucas – Kanade, what represents 

almost a 10% increase in precision in the method. 
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Case B 

 

Figure 39. Horn and Schunk with 5x5 kernel with changing input noise 

 

 

Figure 40. Lucas Kanade with 5x5 kernel with changing input noise 

Conclusion  

The increase in the noise of the input images reflects a decrease in the precision of the 

accuracy, obtaining a higher MSE. However, the benefits in the 5x5 kernel in particularly 

noisy images are relevant, the prediction gets a reduction of the error of 1.96E-02 for Horn 

and Schunck and 1.10E-01 for Lucas-Kanade. Considering input images with no noise, the 

increase in the precision of the algorithm is non-significant. 
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4.4.2 Increase of number of iterations in HS 

Horn and Schunck method reaches its solution by an iterative method. In this section, we 

will evaluate the increase of the precision of our method while computing more iterations 

to get the final solution. 

Case A  

 

Figure 41. Horn and Schunk with iterations in changing motions 

Conclusion 

The increase in the number of iterations over different motions shows a resulting lower 

MSE than the original calculated method, which was computed with zero iterations. The 

average increase for 2 iterations equals 0.007 while the increase for 5 iterations is 0.011. 
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Case B 

 

Figure 42. Horn and Schunk with iterations with changing input noise 

Conclusion 

Figure 42 shows an average decrease of the MSE in the solution obtained after 2 

iterations of 6.98E-03 and 9.32E-03 after 5 iterations. As it can be observed, the increase 

in the precision is more relevant in noisier scenarios. 

4.5 Extrinsic Parameters of Algorithm 

In this section we will evaluate the changes on the accuracy of the algorithm in the 

described cases, while processing different methods for preparing the input data, or filtering 

the output data, in order to clean and filter the obtained images. 

4.5.1 Pre Processing 

The following figures represent the variation in the MSE when pre processing the input 

images by a smoothing procedure. This will consist on a Gaussian blur with a deviation of 

0.3. 
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Case A 

 

Figure 43. Horn and Schunk with pre processing in changing motions 

 

 

Figure 44. Lucas Kanade with pre processing in changing motions 

Conclusion 

The previous figures represent a significant improvement of the method over the different 

motions. This improvement is remarkable in bigger motions, as the blur attributes spread 

values that are reach by the kernels, detecting values that would be non-detectable because 

of intrinsic parameters of the algorithm. 
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Case B 

 

Figure 45. Horn and Schunk with pre processing with changing input noise 

 

Figure 46. Lucas Kanade with pre processing with changing input noise 

Conclusion 

In the previous charts we can see how the MSE variates substantially depending on the 

present noise of the input images. However, in contrast with the other graphs, where the 

modified version of the algorithm would always improve the results, Figure 45 and Figure 

46 show a decrease in the quality of the prediction when evaluating input images with no 

noise. This represents the loss of data that a smoothing executes in order to get a more 

dispersed solution. Nevertheless, when being processed over images with regular noise, 
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the performance gets a significant increase in its quality, by a 2% for Horn and Schunck, 

and almost 9% in Lucas Kanade (0.08876). 

4.5.2 Post Processing Space 

The following figures visualise the changes in the accuracy when post processing the 

resulting images with a Gaussian blur filter with a deviation of 0.15. 

Case A 

 

Figure 47. Horn and Schunk with post processing over space in different motions 

 

 

Figure 48. Lucas Kanade with post processing over space in different motions 
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Conclusion 

The previous tables represent the significant decrease of the MSE over different size 

motion. With a 2.12E-02 percentage of improvement for Horn and Schunck, and a 1.41E-

01 percentage of improvement for Lucas-Kanade, the postprocessing process becomes an 

important step for the velocity field prediction. 

Case B 

 

Figure 49. Horn and Schunk with post processing over space with changing input noise 

 

 

Figure 50. Lucas Kanade with post processing over space with changing input noise 
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Conclusion 

As the pre processing, the post processing is shown to be useful in case of dealing with 

noisy images. Carrying a loss of data in completely clear images, the increase on the 

quality of the prediction varies by a 2.88E-02 percent for Horn and Schunk and a 1.30E-

01 percent for Lucas Kanade. 

4.5.3 Post Processing Time 

In this section we will discuss the benefits of post processing the resulting image through 

a time filter, that considers the previous estimations for the Optical Flow to generate the 

new one. For testing the following results, we processed a post processing over time where 

the lerping value equals 0.85. 

Case A  

 

Figure 51. Horn and Schunk with post processing over time in different motions 
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Figure 52. Lucas Kanade with post processing over time in different motions 

Conclusion 

The previous graphs reflect an average improvement of the algorithm of 0.6% for Horn 

and Schunck, and a 4% for Lucas Kanade. Therefore, the considering of the previous 

optical flow detected is demonstrated to be considerably significant in order to obtain 

future prediction. 

Case B 

 

Figure 53. Horn and Schunck with post processing over time with changing input noise 
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Figure 54. Lucas Kanade with post processing over time with changing input noise 

Conclusion 

Figure 53 and Figure 54 show an average improvement of 6.13E-03 for Horn and 

Schunck and 2.78E-01 for Lucas Kanade method. The simililarity of the prediction for 

zero noise input images, supports the previous experiments concerning the setups for data 

denoise. 

4.6 Evaluation of Complex Simulation 

The estimation of the velocity fields described in the previous section presents an 

improvement in quality and precision, by decreasing the MSE with respect to the ground 

truth of the motion of a simple element between two frames. 

In this section we present the combinations of improvements performed over a complex 

animation. We will discuss the difference in the accuracy with the original methods from 

CPU and GPU, and the time the process demands to be computed on the gpu. 

Figure 55 shows two consecutive frames of an animation of a model running. This model 

is a 3D geometry, which position can be analysed by our tool for generate the ground truth 

of the motion, Figure 55.  
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Figure 55. Input image sequence 

   

 

Figure 56. Ground truth 

Noise coming from the input image, as well as occlusions of parts of the model can be a 

source of non accurate results in the original method. Figure 57 represents the obtained 

solution for the previous motion by Horn and Schunck and Lucas Kanade. This solution 

has a MSE of 0.008 for Horn and Schunck and 0.2731 in the Lucas Kanade method. As it 

can be observed, the noise in the input images causes several inconsistencies, that are more 

significant in the Lucas Kanade method. 

   

Figure 57. Original Optical Flow solution by Horn and Schunck and Lucas Kanade 
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Figure 58 represents the obtained solution for the same motion, computed by the 

improved Horn and Schunck and the Lucas Kanade methods. For achieving this solution, 

we computed five iterations in Horn and Schunck, increased the kernel size to 5x5 and pre 

processed and postprocessed the images with the levels described in the previous section. 

The achieved results present a MSE of 0.0032 for the Horn and Schunck algorithm, and a 

0.0328 for the Lucas Kanade solution. 

   

Figure 58. Processed Optical Flow solution by Horn and Schunck and Lucas Kanade 

 

Figure 59 and Figure 60 represent a comparison between the solutions achieved for the 

Horn and Schunck method and the Lucas Kanade. In the case of being computed in the 

CPU, the process would demand 0.0103 seconds to achieve the solution for Horn and 

Schunck, and 0.0106 seconds for Lucas Kanade. The GPU solution, can be computed in 

0.0008 and 0.0009 seconds respectively, while reducing the MSE in a significant 

percentage as seen in the tables.  

 

Figure 59. MSE comparison between original and modified Horn and Schunck Optical Flow 
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Figure 60. MSE comparison between original and modified Lucas Kanade Optical Flow 
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 Real cases 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section, we will present different examples of application to our improved method 

for the GPU, where we will get the real time Optical Flow field for an incoming image feed. 

The input sequence has a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels and was captured with a camera 

Sony GH 2. The visualisations of the Optical Flow estimations follow the methods 

described in the section 3.4 Result. We included two visualisations of the regions of interest 

with the motion analysis, the first one stores the values for the velocity in the RG channels 

of the pixels, while the second representation shows a vector field for the detected velocity. 

For each scene, we can visualise the analysis of the motion by the final Horn and Schunck 

and Lucas Kanade methods. 

As it can be observed in the following images, Lucas Kanade method is more susceptible 

to noise in the input data, while the Horn and Schunck solution achieves cleaner results. 

Occlusions, big motions or patterns on the shown objects reflects the challenges that the 

algorithm handles by obtaining an ambiguous solution. However, these incoherencies are 

lowered with image processing.   

Trains 

The following images represent a sequence of a train advancing towards the left. These 

images are captured with the mentioned digital camera, with high contrast and high 

resolution. 

   

Figure 61. Input image sequence of a train scene 
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Figure 62 and Figure 63 show the flow estimation of the motion between the two 

previous frames according to Horn and Schunck method and visualised in RGB and in 

vector field over the gray scale image. 

 

Figure 62. Horn and Schunck Optical Flow estimation of the train sequence in RGB 

 

 

 

Figure 63. Horn and Schunck Optical Flow estimation of the train sequence in vector representation 
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Figure 64 and Figure 65 show our implementation of the Lucas Kanade solution for 

getting the flow field. The estimation relates significantly to the Horn and Schunck solution, 

however it requires stronger image processing. 

 

Figure 64. Lucas Kanade Optical Flow estimation of the train sequence in RGB 

 

 

Figure 65. Lucas Kanade Optical Flow estimation of the train sequence in vector representation 
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Cars 

The following images show the Optical Flow analysis of a sequence of images that show 

the motion of two cars advancing in opposite directions. The sequence was captured with a 

high resolution that provides high level of detail, with high contrast and saturation. 

   

Figure 66. Input image sequence of a car scene 

Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the estimation of the velocity field in the image according 

to Horn and Schunck solution. As it can be observed, the method successfully separates the 

still areas of the image and the moving areas in the two frames, reaching a better result for 

the car moving towards the right than to the one moving towards the left. This result can be 

justified by the irregularities on the surface of the second car, that can provoke 

inconsistencies on the prediction of the flow. 

 

Figure 67. Horn and Schunck Optical Flow estimation of the car sequence in RBG 
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Figure 68. Horn and Schunck Optical Flow estimation of the car sequence in vector representation 

Figure 69 and Figure 70 represent the estimation for motion in the car sequence according 

to Lucas Kanade method. The error in the direction of the vectors in the car moving towards 

the left is enhanced by the image processing required for acquiring this solution. 

  

Figure 69. Lucas Kanade Optical Flow estimation of the car sequence in RGB 
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Figure 70. Lucas Kanade Optical Flow estimation of the car sequence in vector representation 

Bike 

The following images represent two frames of a sequence of images that store the motion 

of a bike on a road advancing towards the right. The resulting images for the motion analysis 

will be zoomed in the region of interest. 

   

Figure 71. Input image sequence of a bike scene 

Figure 72 and Figure 73 show the Horn and Schunck solution for the flow estimation of 

the previously defined frames. The irregularities on some parts of the bike such as the 
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radious of the wheels provoke discrepancies in the flow estimation. However, as it can be 

observed, the motion of the body remains consistant towards the right. 

 

Figure 72. Horn and Schunck Optical Flow estimation of the bike sequence in RGB 

 

 

Figure 73. Horn and Schunck Optical Flow estimation of the bike sequence in vector representation 

Figure 74 and Figure 75 show the estimation of the velocity field for the sequence of the 

bike motion achieved by Lucas Kanade computation. 
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Figure 74. Lucas Kanade Optical Flow estimation of the bike sequence in RGB 

 

Figure 75. Lucas Kanade Optical Flow estimation of the bike sequence in vector representation 
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 Conclusion  

6.1 Contribution 

Real time procedures for obtaining the velocity field of video feeds can be key method in 

multiple areas, such as self driven cars, gaining accuracy in machine vision or processing 

of real-time video feeds. We presented our implementation for the Optical Flow 

computation, according to two different methods, in both CPU and GPU. 

Due to the significant differences in the times of processing reached by our 

implementation of the codes for CPU and the GPU, we present various modifications for 

the GPU solution. The fluctuations considered in the Optical Flow algorithm described in 

Chapter 4.Experiments lead to the observation of the following contributions: 

 Higher accuracy in the estimation of the motion.  

 Lower processing times that enable handling bigger size images, with more detail 

and more resolution, without sacrificing frames or information. 

 Low demands on the quality of the hardware, reducing the cost for the hardware 

that computes the algorithm. 

6.2 Applications 

Different fields can potentially benefit from our proposed method for the GPU. Some of 

the areas that could benefit from this solution are the following: 

 Assembly lines 

Computer vision has taken important responsibilities in the field of machine vision 

and robotics. Steps in the manufacturing as well as in the quality processes have 

increasingly become tasks performed by machines 37,38.  The high speed 

performance of the machinery of the plants represents one of the main demands 

of the procedure.  

 

 Safety of machinery 

Physical harm in machinery processes is a source of labour accidents. Optical 

sensors are an existing part of operator stations39; the increase of the speed of 

processing along with the accuracy or the velocity field obtainment could directly 

contribute to the development of this sensors and security processes.  

 

 Camera stabilizer 
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Real time stabilizers 40 41 have been used in different fields. Optical Flow motion 

vectors are used to counterbalance signals form removing the disturbance motions 

and shaking.  

 

 Sport medicine 

The data that is provided by the Optical Flow computation is useful for obtaining 

significant information for diagnose 42. The real time acquirement of the data 

could open up the ongoing procedures that could be computed within the field. 

 

 Aerial video 

Optical Flow sensors represent a way for 2D positioning in UAVS or quadcopters 
43. The deviation in the position of the objects varies depending on the sensor, the 

image noise and the length of the autonomous flight. The speed of processing the 

input data is an important feature, allowing the processing of bigger amounts of 

data, which would provide more accurate results for after computations. 

 

 Surveillance 

Surveillance and motion detection are some of the main fields of action of the 

Optical Flow algorithm, that could benefit from the highspeed computation.  

 

 Traffic observation 

Practical solutions for traffic analysis use Computer Vision and Optical Flow 

procedures to obtain data 44. CPU methods are common solutions for the data 

processing, that could be exchanged for GPU solutions with all its benefits. 

 

6.3 Future work 

Several investigations work on the improvement of the method and the relation with new 

upcoming fields. There are many interesting prospects for the presented Optical Flow 

solution. The presented results present some drawbacks, and still open up multiple 

possibilities that should be investigated in future work: 

 Investigation of different Optical Flow methods on the gpu and investigating the 

optimal solution for different particular scenarios and data input. 

 Implementation of modifications on the GPU code, that demand more calculations 

and sacrifice processing time in benefit of a highly accurate prediction. 

 Investigation over commercialized Optical Flow sensors. Precision and accuracy, 

demands for the timings and implementation on a hardware. 

 Investigation of Optical Flow benefits and its contribution with machine learning. 

The low demands in processing make it possible to send processed data to a deep 

learning algorithm that is able to obtained highly analysed data.  
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 Comparison of Optical Flow sensors for positioning with alternatives in particular 

fields such as aerial video. 
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 Time Plan and Budget 

7.1 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

 

 

Final Project

Research

1. Computer vision 
insight

2. Optical Flow 
theoretical bases

3. Optical Flow 
implementations in CPU 

and GPU

Code

1. Code generation in 
CPU

2. Code generation in 
GPU

3. Code in MATLAB

4. Groundtruth 
obtainment 

Experiments

1. Simulator and test 
setups

2. Experiments CPU 
GPU

3. GPU based 
experiments 

4. Real data 
experiments

Redaction

1. Redaction of the text 
and obtainment of 

visual input 
documentation

2. Corrections
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7.2 Gantt diagram 

 

Figure 76. Gantt diagram over global planning 
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7.3 Budget 

The elaboration of the project would entail the following costs: 

 Tutor salary: supposed cost of 30€ per hour 

 Student salary: the correspondent for a non-graduated engineer, 7.5€ per hour. 

As a code development project, there are no necessary costs for hardware nor licenses, as 

the languages used are open source or licensed by the university. Therefore, the costs 

involved in the development of the project would be shown in the following table: 

Concept Ud Unitary cost Total 

Student salary 400h 7,5€/h 3000€ 

Tutor 1 salary 30 30€/h 900€ 

Tutor 2 salary 30 30€/h 900€ 

Figure 77. Budget 

The total cost for the production of this project would reach a total of 4800€. 
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Appendix  

Image convolution and used kernels 

Image convolution is an operation between two matrices, the first one stores the values of 

the colour data from the evaluated image, the second one is a square matrix called kernel. 

This operation represents the process of adding every element of the neighbourhood of a 

pixel weighted by the kernel. The result of the convolution is a new image, where the values 

of the pixels are determined by the result of the operation. 

In image processing, a kernel is generally a 3x3 or 5x5 matrix. It is used for several 

procedures such as blurring, sharpening or edge detection. In this thesis the following 

kernels have been used: 

 Blur  

1

16
[
1 2 1
2 4 2
1 2 1

] 

 Sharpen 

[
0 −1 0

−1 5 −1
0 −1 0

] 

 Derivatives 3x3 

[
−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

]  [
1 2 1
0 0 0

−1 −2 −1
] 

 Average 

[

1/12 1/6 1/12
1/6 −1 1/6
1/12 1/6 1/12

]       

 Derivatives 5x5 

[
 
 
 
 
1 2 0 −2 −1
4 8 0 −8 −4
6 12 0 −12 −6
4 8 0 −8 −4
1 2 0 −2 −1]

 
 
 
 

  

[
 
 
 
 

1 4 6 4 1
2 8 12 −8 2
0 0 0 0 0

−2 −8 −12 −8 −2
−1 −4 −6 −4 −1]

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

CPU Code 

main.cpp 

#include "ofMain.h" 
#include "ofApp.h" 
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//======================================================================== 
int main( ){ 
 
 ofSetupOpenGL(1024,768, OF_WINDOW);   // <-------- setup the 
GL context 
 
 // this kicks off the running of my app 
 // can be OF_WINDOW or OF_FULLSCREEN 
 // pass in width and height too: 
 ofRunApp( new ofApp()); 
 

} 

 

ofApp.h 

#pragma once 
 
#include "ofMain.h" 
 
 
class ofApp : public ofBaseApp{ 
  
 public: 
   
  void setup(); 
  void update(); 
  void draw(); 
   
  ofFile txtFileU; 
  ofFile txtFileV; 
 
 
  ofFile txtFileR; 
  ofFile txtFileG; 
  ofFile txtFileB; 
   
  ofImage frame1; 
  ofImage frame2; 
  ofImage result; 
 
  const int val = 400; 
 
  int res[2]; 
  int reso1 = 256; 
  float im1[256 * 256]; 
  float im2[256 * 256]; 
 
  float resultX[256 * 256]; 
  float resultY[256 * 256]; 
  float resultZ[256 * 256]; 
 
  float Ix[256 * 256]; 
  float Iy[256 * 256]; 
  float It[256 * 256]; 
 
  float u[256 * 256]; 
  float v[256 * 256]; 
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  void getOF(); 
 
  void loadFrames(int i); 
  void getDerivatives(int i); 
  void getOFHS(int i); 
  void showResult(int i); 
 
  void saveFile(); 
  void saveFileDer(); 
 
  int boost = 100; 
 
}; 

 

 

ofApp.cpp 

 

 
 

ofApp.cpp 

void ofApp::setup() { 
 frame1.load("images/frame1.png"); 
 frame2.load("images/frame2.png"); 
 
 
 frame1.setImageType(OF_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE); 
 frame2.setImageType(OF_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE); 
 
 
 int reso2 = reso1; 
 frame1.allocate(reso1, reso2, OF_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE); 
 frame2.allocate(reso1, reso2, OF_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE); 
 result.allocate(reso1, reso2, OF_IMAGE_COLOR); 
 
 
 res[0] = frame1.getWidth(); 
 res[1] = frame1.getHeight(); 
 
 getOF(); 
 
 saveFile(); 
 saveFileDer(); 
 
 
} 
 
//-------------------------------------------------------------- 
void ofApp::update() { 
 ofBackground(255); 
} 
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//-------------------------------------------------------------- 
void ofApp::draw() { 
 ofSetColor(255); 
  
 frame1.resize(200, 200); 
 frame2.resize(200, 200); 
 result.resize(400, 400); 
 frame1.draw(0, 0); 
 frame2.draw(300, 0); 
 result.draw(0, 300); 
 
} 
 
 
void ofApp::getOF() { 
 float time = 0; 
 for (int i = 0; i < res[0] * res[1]; i++) { 
  loadFrames(i); 
 } 
 time = ofGetElapsedTimeMicros(); 
 std::cout << "value1: " << time << endl; 
 for (int i = 0; i <res[0] * res[1]; i++) {  
  getDerivatives(i); 
 } 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < res[0] * res[1]; i++) { 
  getOFHS(i); 
 } 
 
 time = ofGetElapsedTimeMicros()-time; 
 std::cout << "valueHS: " << time  << endl; 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < res[0] * res[1]; i++) { 
  showResult(i); 
 } 
  
} 
 
 
void ofApp::loadFrames(int i) { 
 
 ofColor col1 = 0; 
 ofColor col2 = 0; 
 
 int x = i % res[0]; 
 int y = i / res[0]; 
 
 col1 = frame1.getColor(x, y); 
 col2 = frame2.getColor(x, y); 
 
  
 
 im1[i]= col1.r/255; 
 im2[i] = col2.r/255; 
 
} 
 
void ofApp::getDerivatives(int i) { 
 ofMatrix3x3 kernel = (-1, -2, -1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1); 
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  resultX[i] = im2[i - res[0] - 1] * -1 + im2[i - res[0]] * 0 + im2[i - 
res[0] + 1] * 1; 
  resultX[i] += im2[i - 1] * -2 + im2[i] * 0 + im2[i + 1] * 2; 
  resultX[i] += im2[i + res[0] - 1] * -1 + im2[i + res[0]] * 0 + im2[i + 
res[0] + 1] * 1; 
 
  resultY[i] = im2[i - res[0] - 1] * -1 + im2[i - res[0]] * -2 + im2[i - 
res[0] + 1] * -1; 
  resultY[i] += im2[i - 1] * 0 + im2[i] * 0 + im2[i + 1] * 0; 
  resultY[i] += im2[i + res[0] - 1] * 1 + im2[i + res[0]] * 2 + im2[i + 
res[0] + 1] * 1; 
 
  resultZ[i] = -im1[i] + im2[i]; 
 
  Ix[i] = resultX[i]; 
  Iy[i] = resultY[i]; 
  It[i] = resultZ[i]; 
 
} 
 
void ofApp::getOFHS(int i) { 
 float lambda = .1;  
 
  float Uav = 0; 
  float Vav = 0; 
 
  float Ix2 = Ix[i]*Ix[i]; 
  float Iy2 = Iy[i]*Iy[i]; 
 
  float P = Ix[i]*Uav + Iy[i]*Vav + It[i]; 
  float D = lambda + Ix2 + Iy2; 
  u[i] = Uav - Ix[i]*(P / D); 
  v[i] = Vav - Iy[i]*(P / D); 
   
} 
 
void ofApp::showResult(int i) { 
 
 int x = i % res[0]; 
 int y = i / res[0]; 
 
 result.setColor(x, y, ofColor(u[i]*boost, v[i]*boost, 0)); 
 result.update(); 
 
} 
 
void ofApp::saveFile() { 
 txtFileU.open("OF_CPU_R_HS.txt", ofFile::WriteOnly); 
 txtFileV.open("OF_CPU_G_HS.txt", ofFile::WriteOnly); 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < res[0] * res[1]; i++) { 
 
  txtFileU << u[i]; 
  txtFileV << v[i]; 
 
 
  if ((i + 1) % res[0] == 0) { 
   txtFileU << "\n"; 
   txtFileV << "\n"; 
  } 
 
  else  if (i < (res[0] * res[1]) - 1) { 
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   txtFileU << ","; 
   txtFileV << ","; 
  } 
 } 
 
 txtFileU.close(); 
 txtFileV.close(); 
} 
 
 
void ofApp::saveFileDer() { 
 
 
 txtFileR.open("OF_CPU_DerR.txt", ofFile::WriteOnly); 
 txtFileG.open("OF_CPU_DerG.txt", ofFile::WriteOnly); 
 txtFileB.open("OF_CPU_DerB.txt", ofFile::WriteOnly); 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < res[0] * res[1]; i++) { 
   
  txtFileR << Ix[i]; 
  txtFileG << Iy[i]; 
  txtFileB << It[i]; 
 
 
  if ((i+1)%res[0] == 0) { 
   txtFileR << "\n"; 
   txtFileG << "\n"; 
   txtFileB << "\n"; 
  } 
    
  else  if (i < (res[0] * res[1])-1) { 
   txtFileR << ","; 
   txtFileG << ","; 
   txtFileB << ","; 
  }  
 
 } 
 
 txtFileR.close(); 
 txtFileG.close(); 
 txtFileB.close(); 
} 

 

 

GPU Code  

Derivatives 

Texture2D frame1 : PREVIOUS; 

Texture2D frame2; 

float2 R:TARGETSIZE; 

 

SamplerState linearSampler : IMMUTABLE 

{ 

 Filter = MIN_MAG_MIP_LINEAR; 

 AddressU = Clamp; 

 AddressV = Clamp; 
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}; 

 

struct psInput 

{ 

 float4 p : SV_Position; 

 float2 uv : TEXCOORD0; 

}; 

 

 

 

float4 PS(psInput input) : SV_Target 

{ 

 //Getting the pixel distances 

 float texelWidth = 1/R.x; 

 float texelHeight = 1/R.y; 

  

 //Obtaining the offset 

 float2 widthStep = float2(texelWidth, 0.0); 

 float2 heightStep = float2(0.0, texelHeight); 

 float2 widthHeightStep = float2(texelWidth, texelHeight); 

 float2 widthNegativeHeightStep = float2(texelWidth, -texelHeight); 

  

 //Getting the uv mapping for the 3x3 matrix 

 float2 textureCoordinate = input.uv; 

 float2 leftTextureCoordinate = input.uv - widthStep; 

 float2 rightTextureCoordinate = input.uv + widthStep; 

  

 float2 topTextureCoordinate = input.uv - heightStep; 

 float2 topLeftTextureCoordinate = input.uv - widthHeightStep; 

 float2 topRightTextureCoordinate = input.uv + widthNegativeHeightStep; 

  

 float2 bottomTextureCoordinate = input.uv + heightStep; 

 float2 bottomLeftTextureCoordinate = input.uv - widthNegativeHeightStep; 

 float2 bottomRightTextureCoordinate = input.uv + widthHeightStep; 

  

 //Getting the color of every pixel in a 3x3 matrix 

 float bottomColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,bottomTextureCoordinate).r; 

 float bottomLeftColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,bottomLeftTextureCoordinate).r; 

 float bottomRightColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,bottomRightTextureCoordinate).r; 

  

 float centerColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,textureCoordinate).r; 

 float leftColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,leftTextureCoordinate).r; 

 float rightColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,rightTextureCoordinate).r; 

  

 float topColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,topTextureCoordinate).r; 

 float topRightColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,topRightTextureCoordinate).r; 

 float topLeftColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,topLeftTextureCoordinate).r; 

  

  

 float centerColorPrev = 

frame1.Sample(linearSampler,textureCoordinate).r; 

  

 //Bottom Sobel 

 float resultY = topLeftColor * -1 + topColor * -2 + topRightColor * -1; 

 resultY += leftColor * 0 + centerColor * 0 + rightColor * 0; 

 resultY += bottomLeftColor * 1 + bottomColor *2 + bottomRightColor * 1; 

  

 //right Sobel 
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 float resultX = topLeftColor * -1 + topColor * 0 + topRightColor * 1; 

 resultX += leftColor * -2 + centerColor * 0 + rightColor * 2; 

 resultX += bottomLeftColor * -1 + bottomColor * 0 + bottomRightColor *1; 

  

  

  

  

 float resultZ = (centerColor-centerColorPrev); 

 float mag = sqrt(pow(resultX,2)+pow(resultY,2)+1); 

  

 float4 result = float4(resultX,resultY,resultZ,1.); 

  

 //result.xy /=mag; 

  

 float4 c = result; 

 return c; 

} 

 

technique10 Process 

{ 

 pass P0 

 { 

  SetPixelShader(CompileShader(ps_4_0,PS())); 

 } 

} 

 

 

 

 

Horn and Schunk 

Texture2D derivatives:PREVIOUS; 

Texture2D frame2; 

 

float2 R:TARGETSIZE; 

 

float Boost=5; 

float nrIterations = 1; 

SamplerState linearSampler : IMMUTABLE 

{ 

 Filter = MIN_MAG_MIP_LINEAR; 

 AddressU = Clamp; 

 AddressV = Clamp; 

}; 

 

struct psInput 

{ 

 float4 p : SV_Position; 

 float2 uv : TEXCOORD0; 

}; 

 

 

float lambda = .1; 

 

float2 getAverage(float2 uv){  

 float texelWidth = 1/R.x; 

 float texelHeight = 1/R.y; 

  

 //Obtaining the offset 

 float2 widthStep = float2(texelWidth, 0.0); 

 float2 heightStep = float2(0.0, texelHeight); 
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 float2 widthHeightStep = float2(texelWidth, texelHeight); 

 float2 widthNegativeHeightStep = float2(texelWidth, -texelHeight); 

  

 //Getting the uv mapping for the 3x3 matrix 

 float2 textureCoordinate = uv; 

 float2 leftTextureCoordinate = uv - widthStep; 

 float2 rightTextureCoordinate = uv + widthStep; 

  

 float2 topTextureCoordinate = uv - heightStep; 

 float2 topLeftTextureCoordinate = uv - widthHeightStep; 

 float2 topRightTextureCoordinate = uv + widthNegativeHeightStep; 

  

 float2 bottomTextureCoordinate = uv + heightStep; 

 float2 bottomLeftTextureCoordinate = uv - widthNegativeHeightStep; 

 float2 bottomRightTextureCoordinate = uv + widthHeightStep; 

  

 //Getting the color of every pixel in a 3x3 matrix 

 float4 bottomColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,bottomTextureCoordinate) ; 

 float4 bottomLeftColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,bottomLeftTextureCoordinate) ; 

 float4 bottomRightColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,bottomRightTextureCoordinate) ; 

  

 float4 centerColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,textureCoordinate) ; 

 float4 leftColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,leftTextureCoordinate) ; 

 float4 rightColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,rightTextureCoordinate); 

  

 float4 topColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,topTextureCoordinate) ; 

 float4 topRightColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,topRightTextureCoordinate) ; 

 float4 topLeftColor = 

frame2.Sample(linearSampler,topLeftTextureCoordinate) ;  

  

 float resultX = topLeftColor.r * 1/12 + topColor.r * 1/6 + 

topRightColor.r * 1/12; 

 resultX += leftColor.r * 1/6 + centerColor.r * -1 + rightColor.r * 1/6; 

 resultX += bottomLeftColor.r * 1/12 + bottomColor.r *1/6 + 

bottomRightColor.r *1/12; 

  

 //right Sobel 

 float resultY = topLeftColor.g * 1/12 + topColor.g * 1/6 + 

topRightColor.g * 1/12; 

 resultY += leftColor.g * 1/6 + centerColor.g * -1 + rightColor.g * 1/6; 

 resultY += bottomLeftColor.g * 1/12 + bottomColor.g * 1/6 + 

bottomRightColor.g *1/12; 

  

 float4 result = float4(resultX,resultY,0,1.); 

 //result =  centerColor; 

  

 return result.xy; 

 

} 

 

 

 

float4 getHS(float2 coord) { 

 float4 result; 

  

 float2 uv = float2(0.0, 0.0); 

  

 //prevent div by zero 

 float Ix2 = 0; 

 float Iy2 = 0; 
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 float Uav = getAverage(coord).x; 

 float Vav = getAverage(coord).y; 

  

 float3 deri = derivatives.Sample(linearSampler, coord).xyz; 

 float Ix = deri.x; 

  

 float Iy = deri.y; 

 float It = deri.z; 

  

 Ix2 = pow(Ix,2); 

 Iy2 = pow(Iy,2); 

  

 float P = Ix*Uav+Iy*Vav+It; 

 float D= lambda + Ix2 +Iy2; 

  

  

 uv.x =(Uav - Ix *(P/D)); 

 uv.y =(Vav - Iy * (P/D)); 

  

 result = float4(uv.x,uv.y,0,1); 

  

 return result; 

} 

 

float4 PS(psInput input) : SV_Target 

{ 

  

 float4 c = getHS(input.uv)*Boost; 

 

  

 return c; 

} 

 

technique10 Process 

{ 

 pass P0 

 { 

  SetPixelShader(CompileShader(ps_4_0,PS())); 

 } 

} 

 

 

 

Lucas Kanade 

Texture2D derivatives:PREVIOUS; 

Texture2D backbuffer; 

 

float2 R:TARGETSIZE; 

 

 

float minThresh=0; 

SamplerState linearSampler : IMMUTABLE 

{ 

 Filter = MIN_MAG_MIP_LINEAR; 

 AddressU = Clamp; 

 AddressV = Clamp; 

}; 
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struct psInput 

{ 

 float4 p : SV_Position; 

 float2 uv : TEXCOORD0; 

}; 

 

 

float4 getLK(float2 coord) { 

 float4 result; 

 

  

 float2 uv = float2(0.0, 0.0); //inital Guess from lower pyramid 

  

 //prevent div by zero 

 float G0 = 0.0045; 

 float G1 = 0.0; 

 float G2 = 0.0045; 

 

  

 float v0 = 0.0; 

 float v1 = 0.0; //image mismatch floattor 

  

 float3 deri = derivatives.Sample(linearSampler, float2(coord)).xyz; 

 float Ix = deri.x; 

 float Iy = deri.y; 

 float It   = deri.z; 

  

 G0 += Ix*Ix; //Ix^2 

 G1 += Ix*Iy; //Ixy 

 G2 += Iy*Iy; //Iy^2 

  

  

 v0 += Ix * It; v1 += Iy * It; //image mismatch floattor 

  

 float det_inv = 1.0 / (G0 * G2 - G1 * G1); 

  

 uv.x = (-G2*v0+G1*v1)*det_inv; 

 uv.y = (v0*G1-G0*v1)*det_inv; 

 

 result = float4(uv.x, uv.y, 0.0,0.0); 

 

  

 return result; 

} 

float Boost=1; 

 

float4 col <bool color=true;String uiname="colMod";> = { 1,1,1,1}; 

float4 PS(psInput input) : SV_Target 

{  

 float4 c = getLK(input.uv)*Boost; 

 return c; 

} 

 

technique10 Process 

{ 

 pass P0 

 { 

  SetPixelShader(CompileShader(ps_4_0,PS())); 

 } 

} 
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Modifications in the code 

5x5 kernel 

Texture2D frame1 : PREVIOUS; 

Texture2D frame2; 

float2 R:TARGETSIZE; 

 

SamplerState linearSampler : IMMUTABLE 

{ 

 Filter = MIN_MAG_MIP_LINEAR; 

 AddressU = Clamp; 

 AddressV = Clamp; 

}; 

 

struct psInput 

{ 

 float4 p : SV_Position; 

 float2 uv : TEXCOORD0; 

}; 

 

 

 

float4 PS(psInput input) : SV_Target 

{ 

 //Getting the pixel distances 

 float texelWidth = 1/R.x; 

 float texelHeight = 1/R.y; 

 

 float centerColor = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv).r; 

  

 float c00 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-2,-

pppp2)*float2 (texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c01 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-1,-2)*float2 

(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c02 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(0,-2)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c03 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(1,-2)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c04 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(2,-2)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 

 float c10 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-2,-1)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c11 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-1,-1)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c12 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(0,-1)* 

 float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c13 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(1,-1)* 

 float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c14 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(2,-1)* 

 float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

  

 float c20 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-

2,0)*float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c21 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-

1,0)*float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 

 float c23 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(1,0)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 
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 float c24 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(2,0)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

  

 float c30 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-2,1)*float2 

(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c31 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-1,1)*float2 

(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c32 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(0,1)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c33 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(1,1)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c34 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(2,1)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

  

 float c40 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-2,2)*float2 

(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c41 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(-1,2)*float2 

(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c42 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(0,2)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c43 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(1,2)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

 float c44 = frame2.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv+float2(2,2)* 

float2(texelWidth,texelHeight)).r; 

  

 

 //right Sobel 

 float resultX = c00*-2+c01*-1+c03*1+c04*2; 

 resultX += c10*-3+c11*-2+c12*0+c13*2+c14*3; 

 resultX += c20*-4+c21*-3+c23*3+c24*4; 

 resultX += c30*-3+c31*-2+c33*2+c34*3; 

 resultX += c40*-2+c41*-1+c43*1+c44*2;  

  

 //Bottom Sobel 

 float resultY = c00*-2+c01*-3+c02*-4+c03*-3+c04*-2; 

 resultY += c10*-1+c11*-2+c12*-3+c13*-2+c14*-1; 

  

 resultY += c30*1+c31*2+c32*3+c33*2+c34*1; 

 resultY += c40*2+c41*3+c42*4+c43*3+c44*2; 

  

  

 float centerColorPrev = frame1.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv).r; 

 

 float resultZ = (centerColor-centerColorPrev); 

 float mag = sqrt(pow(resultX,2)+pow(resultY,2)+1); 

  

 float4 result = float4(resultX,resultY,resultZ,1.); 

  

 float4 c = result; 

 return c; 

} 

 

technique10 Process 

{ 

 pass P0 

 { 

  SetPixelShader(CompileShader(ps_4_0,PS())); 

 } 

} 

 

Blur time 

Texture2D texture2d : PREVIOUS; 

Texture2D prev; 
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float lerpTime = .5; 

 

SamplerState linearSampler : IMMUTABLE 

{ 

    Filter = MIN_MAG_MIP_LINEAR; 

    AddressU = Clamp; 

    AddressV = Clamp; 

}; 

 

struct psInput 

{ 

 float4 p : SV_Position; 

 float2 uv : TEXCOORD0; 

}; 

 

 

float4 PS(psInput input) : SV_Target 

{  

  

 float4 cPrev = prev.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv); 

 float4 c = texture2d.Sample(linearSampler,input.uv); 

  

 cPrev += (c-cPrev)*lerpTime; 

  

 return cPrev; 

} 

 

technique10 Process 

{ 

 pass P0 

 { 

  SetPixelShader(CompileShader(ps_4_0,PS())); 

 } 

} 
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